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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study a specific kind of video conference system in which only the video 
of the current speaker is broadcasted to other conferees. Statistical multiplexing allows more 
conferences to share the same link, but also introduces the possibility of undesirable video freeze 
effect when there is a temporary shortage of bandwidth. 
Conference calls are formally classified by their conferee distributions. A conference with a 
particular conference node set can ride on a number of route configurations. According to the 
location of the current speaker, a conference has different modes of operation. Based on this 
classification and using the probability of video freeze as the quality of service measure, the 
traffic carrying capacity of a conferencing network is derived. This capacity provides guidelines 
for conference call admission. 
The conference call blocking probability is also derived, which allows us to compare the per-
formance of different route configuration assignment schemes. 
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The advances in optical communications, video compression techniques and semiconductor tech-
nologies have made possible a large class of broadband video services for business and residential 
applications. Among these potential broadband video services, video conferencing has been 
considered as the most "futuristic" [1, 2]. Video conferencing allows businessmen to conduct 
meetings at geographically remote sites. Sitting in their offices or conference studios, conferees 
can see each other via real-time video, talk and listen via real-time audio, watch presentation via 
on-line electronic blackboard and interactively update any forms of visual medias. This service 
can significantly reduce the number of business trips, saving people travel time and traveling 
expenses. Video conferencing allows people to "meet" more frequently and can speed up the 
decision-making process. If made sufficiently affordable, desktop video conferencing can be as 
popular as the telephone service. 
1.2 Video Conferencing Systems 
The effectiveness of a video conferencing system should be evaluated on how much it can emulate 
a real face-to-face meeting, which includes the following features: 
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1. allow any number of conferees at any number of sites; 
2. maintain the presence of remote participants, provide information such as “eye contact" 
and "who is looking at whom"； 
3. allow two or more conferees to speak simultaneously 
4. allow the sharing of visual media (e.g. documents, slides) and allow the interactive updating 
and annotation of all visual media. 
The tradeoff between the cost and the number of features incorporated in a video conferencing 
system creates a vast varieties of design options. Many video conferencing systems are designed 
to connect two conference studios where there are dedicated hardwares. Two groups of confer-
ees gather in two geographically far-apart studios and have a conference there. The systems in 
•4]-[8] fall into this category. We will loosen this two-studio limitation and focus on the class of 
multipoint video conferencing systems. Based on the taxonomy in [3], we identify three major 
types of multipoint video conferencing systems as described below. Since video requires large 
transmission bandwidth and must be transmitted in real-time, it has the most stringent trans-
mission and switching requirements. Therefore our emphasis is laid on the video communication 
aspects. 
Type 1 For a conference with N conferees, there are N conference sites. At each conference 
site, there are TV - 1 video cameras and N - 1 views (provided by monitors). Fig. 1.1 
shows an example with N — 4： conferees. Each pair of camera and view represents the 
eyes and face of a particular conferee at a remote cite. This system is called the v i r t ua l 
space s y s t em in [9] for it allows eye-contact of conferees, provides information about who 
is looking at whom and also the continuous presence of all conferees. It is closest to real 
conference situation among the three types of systems. The biggest drawback of this type, 
however, is the high equipment and transmission costs. Each conference site involves N — 1 
cameras, N — 1 monitors and N — 1 video channels. 
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Figure 1.1: Type 1 video conferencing system. 
Type 2 Each conference site supports only one video camera and N - I views. The views can 
be provided by either N - 1 monitors as in Fig. 1.2, or TV - 1 graphical windows on the 
screen of a multimedia workstation as in Fig. 1.3. With only one camera, the views of a 
particular conferee as seen by all other conferees are the same, therefore eye-contact and the 
information about who is looking at whom are lost. The N - 1 views, however, maintain 
the continuous presence of all conferees. Both the equipment and transmission cost is much 
smaller compared to type 1 systems. If multimedia workstations are used, equipment cost 
can be further reduced as only one monitor is required at each site. Examples of this type 
3 
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of systems include [10, 11, 12 . 
To conferencing network 
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Figure 1.2: Type 2 video conferencing system. Views provided by monitors 
Type 3 Each conference site supports only one video camera and one view as in Fig. 1.4. 
The view is normally used to show the current speaker. With only one camera and one 
view, the features of eye-contact, information about who is looking at whom and the 
continuous presence of conferees are all lost. However, it requires minimum hardware and 
minimum transmission bandwidth. A study of the video bandwidth allocation for this type 
of conferencing system is found in [13 . 
This kind of video conferencing systems requires the setting up of a multicast tree when a 
conference call is initiated. When there is a change of speaker, say from A to B as shown 
in Fig. 1.5, the transmission direction of the path between these two speakers has to be 
reversed. Statistical multiplexing allows a number of conferences to share a particular link. 
The drawback of this scheme is that a reversed channel may not always be available when 
4 
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Figure 1.3: Type 2 video conferencing system. Views provided by graphical windows 
needed. When this occurs, video freeze will be experienced by certain conferees. The video 
freeze probability can be used as the quality of service (QOS) measure. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis gives a first attempt to characterize the conference traffic and evaluate the confer-
encing network capacity for type 3 video conferencing systems described above. 
In chapter 2, the conferencing network model is described, which includes the assumptions 
and a formal classification of conference traffic. Conferences are characterized by the conferee 
distributions. Each conferee distribution involves a certain conference node set and can be 
realized by some route configurations. Depending on the location of the current speaker, a 
conference on a route configuration has different modes of operation. 
In chapter 3, we discuss the call admission and route configuration assignment schemes. Call 
5 
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Figure 1.4: Type 3 video conferencing system. 
admission is responsible for ensuring a preset QOS requirement by blocking conference calls 
when the network capacity is exceeded while route configuration assignment is to assign route 
configurations to conferences so as to maximize the network capacity. We describe the basic 
route configuration assignment and the reroutable route configuration assignment. 
In chapter 4, we derive the basic and extended capacity space of a conferencing network. The 
conference call blocking probability is studied in chapter 5. In chapter 6, we summarize the 
result reported in this thesis and identify some issues for further investigations. 
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Conferencing Network Model 
In this chapter, we describe the conferencing network model. Before going into the details of the 
model, we introduce a few necessary assumptions adopted from [13 . 
1. Each conference makes only one video multicast at a time. In other words, only the video 
signal of the current speaker is transmitted. 
2. The speech duration of a conferee is an exponentially distributed random variable with 
mean -. 
3. The transition probability from the current speaker to the next speaker is uniformly dis-
tributed among all conferees. 
4. In all conferences, voice traffic is unrestricted and hence in the case of a video freeze event, 
conference activities are not affected, only the conference quality is affected. 
5. All videos are transmitted in the same format, and the capacity of each network link 
can be characterized in terms of the number of video channels or the number of video 
transmissions it can carry simultaneously with guaranteed quality. The characterization is 
straightforward if dedicated circuits are setup as in circuit switching environment, or can 
be done via known queueing techniques [14, 15] if videos are packetized and transmitted 
in store-and-forward fashion as in a packet switching environment. The queueing analysis 
8 
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in the latter case needs as inputs the calibrated video quality in terms of packet loss rate 
and delay statistics. It is possible to characterize videos transmitted in different formats. 
We do not address this issue here as it is more complicated. 
6. Additional video communications, such as private point-to-point transmissions, are allowed 
whenever possible. But they will be considered as different conference calls. 
2.1 Conferee Distribution 
Consider a particular conference on an A^-node network. Let rn be the number of conferees 
attached to node i. Then n 二 (ni, n � , "•’_) is the conferee distribution for that conference. Let 
g be the maximum number of conferee allowed per node for any conference. There are altogether 
(双+1)況 different combinations. Deduct those combinations with zero or one conferee, the number 
of distinct conferee distributions Z is equal t o � g + 1)況—(iV + 1). Figure 2.1 shows 3 different 
conferee distributions in a four-node network. 
conferee 
(1) (2) (3) 
Figure 2.1: 3 conferee distributions in a 4-node network. 
Nodes that have at least one conferee attached to, or rii > 0，are called conference nodes. Let 
w{n) be the total number of conference nodes for a conference with conferee distribution n. A 
conference node with the active conferee attached is denoted as the source node, other conference 
9 
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Figure 2.2: Active period of a conference node: a geometric sum of exponential random variables. 
nodes are hence called the sink nodes. Let n,,^ = E^Ii rn be the total number of conferees in 
that conference. When the current speaker of a conference located at node i finished his/her 
speech, the next speaker will either be one of the remaining (n‘ — 1) conferees at the same node 
with probability or one of the conferees at the other nodes with probability 
The active period of conference node z, denoted by T” is thus a geometric sum of exponential 
random variables as shown in Figure 2.2. The Laplace Transform of is 
"「叫 ^^n.^m — nj nj — l -IF /I _Y-
二 即 二 —1) ( d ; 
二 ( ^ ) M 
\ "-sum—1 zr 
Taking inverse transform, T, is found to be exponentially distributed with mean Let 
‘ ( 广 I f i n , � 0 , … � 
工二 j ( ― ( 2 . 1 ) 
0 rii = 0. 
\ 
and let x ( n ) = ( x i , 
Since we have assumed uni form transi t ion probabil it ies among conferees, the t ransi t ion 
probabi l i ty f rom conference node i to j is just 
( 
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Let r(n) 二 [-fij] be the transition probability matrix for conferences with conferee distribution 
n. As an example, refer to the second conferee distribution in Fig. 2.1 where n = (3,0,1,2). We 
have x(n) = |/i, §//) and the transition probability matrix r(n) is equal to: 
0 0 I I 
0 0 0 0 
r(n) = 
f o o t 
.1 0 i 0 . 
2.2 Conference Node Set 
Associated with each conferee distribution n is a set of conference nodes to which the conferees 
are attached. We call this the conference node set Simple enumeration shows that there are a 
/ n \ , 
total of 二二二 2況—1 such sets. Fig 2.3 shows the 15 possible conference node sets for 
\ ^ / 
a 4-node network. 
2.3 Route Configuration 
A conference involving a particular conference node set can be realized by a number of route 
configurations. Each route configuration is a set of bidirectional links connecting the set of 
conference nodes in the form of a tree. A route configuration is said to be minimal if it consists 
only conference nodes and non-minimal otherwise. In the following, we shall restrict our study 
solely to the minimal route configurations. Fig. 2.4 shows the three minimal route configurations 
and the seven non-minimal route configurations for a conference involving conference node set 
(13) in Fig. 2.3. 
We now derive the total number of minimal route configurations for a conference spanning m 
conference nodes in a fully connected network using a technique similar to that in [16]. This 
number serves as an upper bound on the total number of minimal route configurations for all 
networks. From the definition, there are exactly (m — 1) links in a minimal route configuration. 
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Figure 2.3: The 15 conference node sets for a 4-node network. 
Suppose one of the conference nodes is chosen as a labeled node and the other (m _ 1) conference 
nodes as unlabeled nodes. Let a{m\k) be the number of ways to connect the m nodes with 
(m — 1) links, given that exactly k unlabeled nodes are directly connected to the labeled node 
as shown in Fig. 2.5. If A: 二 (m — 1), all the (m — 1) unlabeled nodes are directly connected 
to the labeled node in the form of a star. Therefore, we have a{m\m — 1) = 1 for any m. If 
I 1 \ 
TTi —丄 
1 < A; < m — 2, there are ways of selecting the set of nodes to be directly connected 
\ ^ I ^ 
to the labeled node. Let us call these k nodes together with the labeled node as the connected 
set (Fig. 2.5) and consider connecting the remaining {m - k - 1) nodes to the connected set. 
If i of the remaining {m - k - 1) nodes are directly connected to the connected set, there are 
a(m — k\i) ways to connect all the nodes. For those i nodes, each of them can connect to any 
one of the k nodes in the connected set and there are possible ways of doing so. Thus we have 
12 
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Figure 2.4: Route configurations for conference node set (13) in Fig. 2.3. 
the following recurrent relationship for a{m\k): 
(m-l\ 
X： 口知一 1 a(m — kli)k' 1 <k<m-2 
a(mlk) = < k y (2.3) 
1 k — m — 1 
Removing the conditioning on k^  we have 
m—l 
aim) = ^Hk) (2.4) 
k=i 
Table 2.1 shows the values of a(m) for m = 3 to 8. A close form solution of a{m) can be 
obtained by an alternative derivation found in [17]. There, in graph theory terms, minimal 
route configuration corresponds to labeled tree and it can be shown that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between labeled trees with m vertices and sequences of m - 2 numbers (called 
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y connected set 
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Figure 2.5: Route configurations enumeration. 
P r i i f e r sequences). Each of the m —2 numbers can take one of the integers 1’ 2, m (allowing 
repetition) and therefore the number of labeled trees with m vertices is m——2), which is known 
as the Cayley 's T h e o r em (H. Priifer, 1918). 
m | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 8 
~a{m) I 3 I 16 I 125 I 1296 16807 262144" 
Table 2.1: a{m) for m=3 to 8. 
The sixteen minimal route configurations for a 4-no(ie conference spanning node 1, 2, 3 and 4 
are shown in Fig. 2.6. Delay constraints may exclude configurations that have long hop counts 
between nodes and nodal processing power constraints may exclude configurations with large 
node degrees. 
2.4 Mode of Operation 
A conference with conferee distribution n has w(n) conference nodes and therefore has 
modes of operation where each mode corresponds to one of the conference nodes being the source 
node. The mode of operation determines the link transmission direction in a particular route 
configuration. Fig. 2.7 shows the three modes of operation corresponding to a conference realized 
14 
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Figure 2.6: The 16 minimal route configurations for a 4-node conference, 
by minimal route configuration (1) in Fig. 2.4. 
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Conferencing Network Management 
We give in this chapter a general description of the network management functions needed for 
providing video conferencing. In the network, let there be a control center responsible for call 
admissions and route configuration assignments. It has global knowledge of the network status. 
For each conference, there is a conference manager which is a computer process located at one 
of the conference node. The conference manager is responsible for handling mode changes. 
3.1 Call Admission 
For the kind of video conference system under consideration, only the video of the current speaker 
is transmitted to other conferees. Statistical multiplexing allows a number of conferences to share 
a particular link. The drawback of this scheme, however, is that a reversed channel may not 
always be available when needed. When this occurs, video freeze will be experienced by certain 
conferees. To illustrate the video freeze effect, refer to Fig. 3.1a, which shows a conference 
spanning 4 nodes on a particular route configuration. Suppose the speaker at node 2 has finished 
his/her speech and a conferee at node 4 is the next speaker. If the same route configuration is 
employed, the direction of the path between node 2 and node 4 has to be reversed as shown. 
Fig. 3.1b demonstrates the three possible cases for the conference to experience video freeze when 
there is a change from mode 2 to 4. 
17 
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Figure 3.1: (a), change of modes, (b). 3 cases of video freeze. 
The probability of experiencing video freeze by any conferee in a conference is chosen as a 
measure of the quality of service (QOS) and the QOS is maintained by blocking conference calls 
that will cause network congestion. 
A new conference is initiated by a particular conferee. This will trigger the creation of a 
conference manager process at that conference node. The conference manager will then start 
collecting information such as the number of conferees, their locations, whether the conferees are 
ready for conferencing and so on. It will then make a request to the control center. The control 
center will determine the conferee distribution for that conference and check whether the network 
can accommodate the new conference or not. The conference call is admitted if the resulting 
traffic mix falls within the network capacity space; it is rejected otherwise. The network capacity 
space will be derived in the next chapter. 
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3.2 Route Configuration Assignment 
A conference can be realized by a number of route configurations. For a conference spanning m 
nodes, there are a{m) minimal route configurations in a fully connected network. When a new 
conference is admitted, it is assigned to one of the possible route configurations. This is called 
the route configuration assignment. Route configuration assignment schemes should be designed 
to maximize the network capacity. In the following, we introduce the basic route configuration 
assignment schemes and the reroutable route configuration assignment schemes. 
3.2.1 Basic Rou t e Conf igura t ion Ass ignment 
In the Basic Route Configuration Assignment (Basic Assignment), a conference is assigned to 
one of the possible route configurations and it will remain in this route configuration throughout 
the conference session. Two examples of the basic assignment schemes are: 
F i x ed As s i gnmen t — conferences with a particular conferee distribution are assigned to a par-
ticular route configuration, regardless of network status. 
M i n i m u m Video Freeze P r obab i l i t y Ass ignmen t — route configurations are chosen such 
that the resulting traffic has a minimum mean square video freeze probability. This assign-
ment scheme will be discussed in detail after the derivation of video freeze probability. 
Having selected a route configuration for the new conference, the control center will inform 
the conference manager of the result and the conference manager will establish the connections 
accordingly. 
3.2.2 Re rou t ab l e Rou t e Configurat ion Ass ignment 
In the Reroutable Route Configuration Assignment (Reroutable Assignment), the route configu-
ration of a conference is allowed to change, say, to the least congested route configuration, every 
time there is a change of source node. The idea is to reduce the video freeze probability. To 
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illustrate the rerouting of conferences, Fig. 3.2 shows a conference operating in mode 2 of route 
configuration (z). Suppose there is a change of mode from 2 to 4. If a channel in the reversed 
path between the old and the new source nodes is not available, video freeze will occur. The 
reroutable assignment allows the conference to be rerouted to a route configuration that is less 
congested. In other words, the reroutable assignment helps to distribute the video traffic evenly 
throughout the network and can reduce the link blocking probability and hence the video freeze 
probability. 、 
b locked-. @ ； S / f l o w e r 
link ^ X ^ occupancy 
Cij^ ” C i / Cl} 
R.C.i R.C.j 
less congested 
Figure 3.2: Rerouting conferences. 
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The following is a summary of the rerouting procedure: 
1. Conferee initiates change of source node. 
2. Conference manager notifies control center of the change. 
3. Control center computes the least congested route configuration and informs the conference 
manager of the result. 
4. Conference manager takes down connections no longer needed and establishes new connec-
tions. 
5. Conference resumes on the new route configuration. 
As seen, reroutable assignment requires the searching of the least congested route configura-
tions and the taking down and the establishing of connections. 
21 
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Conferencing Network Capacity 
The capacity space of a conferencing network is the set of all combinations of conference traffic 
the network can handle without violating the preset QOS requirement. If a basic assignment 
scheme is used for all conferences in the network, the resulting capacity is called the basic capacity 
while if reroutable assignment is allowed, the resulting capacity is called the extended capacity. 
In the following two sections, the basic and extended capacity spaces are derived respectively. 
4.1 Basic Capacity Derivation 
Define a conference realization r to be a conference of a particular conferee distribution on a 
particular route configuration. Let g be the maximum number of conferees allowed per node 
per conference. Then there are g"" distinct conferee distributions for conferences spanning n 
nodes. Each of these conferee distributions can be realized by a{n) route configurations in a 
fully connected network. Excluding the cases where there is only one conferee, the total number 
of conference realizations, Y, is given by: 
N ( N\ 
y = J2 "、⑷-N 
n=l \ n j 
Let R = {r�,r�,…，”(^)} be the set of all conference realizations. Define the following set of 
variables for conference realization r⑴： 22 
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m('): the total number of conference nodes, 
the mean active period of conference node j, j 二 1’2, ...,m(')， 
� 
7)2: the transition probability from conference node j to h, where j, " = 1,2’ ...，m“). 
let X � 二 (4'),4‘)”..’冗!1)(0) and r � 二 [7)力.Both x � and r � can be de te rmined f rom the 
conferee distribution of realization r � as discussed in section 2.1. 
Let / ( � be the number of conferences in realization r ^ and K 二 ( / ( � , � ) b e a spe-
cific distribution of conferences that is loaded onto the network. We call K a traffic combination 
and we will evaluate the video freeze probability under a given traffic combination K. 
4.1.1 Limi t ing Probab i l i ty Dis t r ibu t ion 
Consider the K '^^  conferences of realization r � as a subsystem. Let us classify all conferences 
there by their modes and represent the conferences in each mode by an infinite server queue. ^ 
The subsystem therefore has a total of m � queues for the m � modes. Let k? be the number 
of conferences of realization r � that is operating in mode j and let k � = b e 
the system state for this subsystem. The state space of this subsystem 乂⑷ is given by 
乂⑷ 二 {k�：X； k ? = � ,冲）> 0 V j ] (4.1) 
3=1 
and it can be shown that [18 
乂 ⑷ 购 ( 4 . 2 ) 
I /… j 
For the above closed Markovian network[19], the solution is given in [20] as 
门 f c ⑴ 
ivr)' 
p[k � ] = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (4.3) 
• rrm(^) jy) ” 
� e乂⑷丄上j=l (^))! 
iHere a queue represents the number of conferences of a particular mode in the system, not the number of 
conferences actually carried on the links. In other words, these numbers are not restricted by the link capacities. 
Some of the conferences may experience video freeze. 
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where the 2/_f)，s are the solutions of 
^ 工j Vj — ^h Vh lh,3 J - 1 , 乙 ( 4 . 4 ) 
Vi — 丄 
We now generalize the analysis to include all conference realizations by letting k 二 (k(i), k � , k ( y ) 
be the system state and A be the state space where 
乂 = 乂⑴ X 乂⑶ X . . . X 乂⑷ (4.5) 
and 
^ ( � + m � - 1 \ .. I 乂 二 n (4.6) 
h [ /押 ； 
Since conferences are not allowed to change their route configurations in basic assignment, 
conferences in different realizations are independent, the limiting probability p[k] is just the 
product of those for the individual subsystems, i.e., 
p[k] 二 fl ⑴] (4.7) 
4.1.2 Video Freeze Probab i l i ty 
We now derive the video freeze probability for conferences of a particular realization operating 
in a particular mode. Let 
1 if mode j of realization r � 
� = ‘ requires a channel on link (4.8) 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
and let T{i\k) be the number of conferences assigned to link £ at state k. Then, 
y m“） 
= 炉 ⑷ （4.9) 
i=l j=l To illustrate, Fig. 4.1 shows a 3-node network and three modes of operation for conferences 
of realization Let iu,v denote the directed link from node u to node v. Then = 
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(5f)(£2’3) = 1 since mode 1 requires a channel on both links £1,2 and £2,3. The following table 
shows all 歧)� ’ s : 
£ 
£1,2 £1,3 4,3 4,1 4,1 4,2 
� ( m o d e 1) 1 0 1 _ 0 0 ^ 
(mode 2) 0 0 1 _ 1 0 ^ 
40 � ( m o d e 3) 0 0 0 1 0 | 1 
d/ 0) 
(a) (b) 
. ^ sink node 
source O ^ ® ( p ^ O 
node V V 
^ O d) ® 
mode 1 mode 2 mode 3 
(c) 
Figure 4.1: An example of evaluating and T(^|k). (a), a 3-node network, (b). a conference 
of realization r � . ( c ) . the 3 modes of operation. 
Consider a particular state k where k^ '^  二 3，k? = 1，4” = 5 and all other k,s equal to 0. 
Then T(£i,2|k) can be evaluated from (4.9) as 
r(4,2|k) 二 M 〜fVi，2) +站 )歧 ) (“) + # 4〜1 2 ) 
= 3 x 1 + 1 X 0 + 5X 0 = 3 
The other T(£|k)，s are evaluated to be 
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i il,2 4,3 4,3 hi 4,1 4,2 
r{i\k) 3 0 4 6 0 5 
Let b{i\k) be the blocking probability of link I at state k and c{£) be the capacity of link i 
in terms of number of channels. No conference will be blocked by a link if the capacity of that 
link is larger than the number of conferences assigned to it. If the link capacity is smaller, some 
conferences on that link will be blocked. In equation, we have 
糊 = I f if > 明， （4.10) 
0 otherwise. 
Let /：(》be the set of directed links associated with mode j of conference realization r ^ . Assuming 
J 
the links are independent, a conference of realization r � operating in mode j will experience 
video freeze if any of the links in C f is blocked. Let (K|k) be the video freeze probability 
for such a conference at state k under a traffic combination K. Then 
( K | K ) = 1 - N ( 1 - 綱 ） （4-11) 
i e c f 
Removing the conditioning on k, we have 
” f ) ( K H l > f ) ( K | k ) p [ k ] (4.12) 
vk 
4.1.3 Basic Capac i ty Space 
The basic capacity space H is defined as follows: 
n = {K : vf\K) < i；* for I 二 l,2,...，:r;j. = (4.13) 
where i;* is the given QOS requirement. This means that for all K in H, the video freeze 
probability is at most v* for all conferences. 
Conferences on the same route configuration have identical C f for each mode j, and hence 
have the same value of vf\ So in practice, we only need to check vf for each mode of all distinct 
route configurations only. 
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4.1.4 Rep r e s en t a t i on of Q 
The complete characterization of 0 is in general very complicated. In this section, we shall show 
that 0 is a union of the downsets of all extremal points and so can be uniquely specified by the 
set of extremal points. 
For a traffic combination K = (/(⑴，⑶，...,�)where � � 0 ’ let K " = ( i ^ � — 
l,/((2)’".，ir(y)). Let k = (k(i),k(2)”..，k(Y)) and k " 二（k�k�，…，k⑷）be the state vec-
tors corresponding to traffic combinations K and K— respectively. The state spaces for k � , 
(i 二 1,2, and k � - a r e given by 
乂⑷={k⑷：Evj.、(0 二 ^ ^⑷} 
a n d 乂�一 二 { k � = 了（⑴—1} 
Let e^ be a unit vector in axis s. 
Lemma 1 For a state k � - a n d the set o/k(i) where k⑴ 二 k⑴_ + e,，(5 二 工，之，…，爪⑴), 
f： . • � - + e.]=她⑴-] (4.14) 
s二 1 
Proof: 
The limiting probability � ] i s given by (4.3) as 
⑴/c⑴ 
nm�V以•？ 乂 
•(1)1 二 ^^― 4.15 
where � ) i s the normalization constant for iC "� conferences. Substituting (4.15) to (4.14), 
。 nr^ ⑴(41))(々)-)、(們(41)-+1) 
< ) A : � _ + l � - f + 1 U i p i 办（ # ) - ) ! ) 
5=1 S—1 
饥⑴ 1 ) . ；巧 1)-)丨 
二 § 砂 ) . ^ 
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— E r ^ i ) 1 ) 
一 � . G (砂 )） f J i 
� � ( a ( � ) - ) 
= ⑴ — 1 ) 
• 
The second last step is obtained by using the well-known throughput equation[21] and Mean 
Value Analysis[22] for closed Markovian network. 
L e m m a 2 For all combinations k^), ...， 
i > [ k ( i ) ] ( i — n ( i - K m ) > E 咖⑴―](i- n ( i - � • - ) ) ) (4.16) 
vk � i e c f V(k(i)-) lec^ 
Proof: 
For a particular state k � - a n d the corresponding set of states k � where k � = k � - + 
(5 = 1, 2,..., m � ) , a l l the link blocking probabilities at state k � are larger than or equal to that at 
state k(i)- since there is one more conference in the former case. Therefore from b{i\k) > h{l\k~) 
for all we can obtain 
(1 — n ( 1 — > ( 1 - n (1—�•-))) 
By Lemma 1, 
十 砂 ） 对 十〜] > ( 1 - n ( 1 - . P[k⑴一] 
(1 — n 在 40(1 —K€|k)))} lec^ 
Summing over all 让⑴―，we obtain 
E v ( k � - ) A 仰 淋 2 5： ( i _ n (1—�•-))).淋⑴—] 
(1 - — V ( k � - ) T砲 
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Rearranging terms in the left hand side, we get 
E ( E •) .承(1)](1 - n (1 - _ ) ) ) > E (1 - n (1 - 尋 - ) ) ) . • � - ] 
Vk(i) .=1 任4� V(k�-) i e c f 
Since the second summation on the left hand side is equal to 1，we get (4.16) as desired. 
• 
L e m m a 3 For a traffic combination K with i T � > 0, 
vf\K) > vf\K - e,) Vz,j;力二 
Proof: 
Without loss of generality, we show only the case for t = 1. By definition, 
v f (K) = E a - n ( 1 - _ ) M k ] 
Vk i ^c f 
二 E . . . E wk� ] . . . p [ k ( y ) ] E p [ k � ] ( i — n (1 — Km) 
Vk � Vk(^ ) Vk(i) i e c f 
Applying Lemma 2, we obtain 
^ f (K) > E .•. E � ] . • . � ] E • ( i ) - ] ( i — n (1 — � • — ) ) ) 
) Vk � vk(^ ) •(k � - ) iec^p 
二 vP(K-) 
= v j ' \ K - ei) 
• 
L e m m a 4 If K with i i ^ � > 0 is a point in ft, then K - et is also in (力二 1，2,…,！^ -
Proof: 
If K is in 0, vf\K) < i；* for all z, j. By Lemma 3, ^ f (K - e^) < (K) for all i, j. Therefore 
？；竹K — e^) < for all i, j and thus K - e^ is also in 0. 
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• 
Def in i t ion The downse t of a point P , denoted by Dp, is defined as follows: 
I^P = ： 0 < P�W < 尸⑷ Vi} 
As an example, the downset of point B in Fig. 4.2 are those under heavy shades. 
L e m m a 5 The downset of a point K e is a subset ofVt. 
Proof: 
This lemma follows from Lemma 4 by mathematical induction. 
• 
Definit ion A point P 二 (P�,P�’尸⑷）G 0 is called an ex t remal point of Q if P + e^  癸 
n Vt. 
Let V be the set of all extremal points of H. The following theorem allows us to uniquely 
specify 0 by V. 
T h e o r e m 1 The capacity space Vt is the union of the downsets of all F eV. 
Proof: 
By Lemma 5, for P G P , I>p C 0. So {jp^vVp Q Therefore we only need to show that all 
points in 0 are in UPGP ^P- Let K be any point in Then we can progressively increase each 
component of K by an increment of one until an extremal point P* is reached. By definition, 
K G Vp.. Since P* G V, we have K G U P G P ^P-
• 
To illustrate the representation of ft by the set of all extremal points, Fig. 4.2 shows a two-
dimensional capacity space f l The three extremal points of 0 are indicated by the circles in 
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Z— extremal points 乂 / 
— i p j ^ ^ 7 一 / 
r \ 广 / 
二 一 二 2 
IB^ MM •^••H 
0 I I ^ I I I K ⑴ 
\ d o w n s e t of point B 
Figure 4.2: An example of 2-dimensional capacity space and its extremal points 
the figure. We see that once we know all the three extremal points, the complete 0 can be 
constructed. 
In the following, we state without proof an algorithm which can enumerate all extremal points 
of 0. We first define the indicator function ^(K): 




The algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.3 as pseudocodes. 
4.1,5 Examp le 
Fig. 4.4a shows a 3-node fully connected network while the four conference node sets of this 
network are shown in Fig. 4.4b. Let us consider node set (1). Conferences on node set (1) can be 
realized by three route configurations, each with three modes of operation as shown in Fig. 4.5. 
Conferences on conference node sets (2) to (4) span two conference nodes only and so have unique 
minimal route configurations. These route configurations, together with the two corresponding 
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Algor i thm 
V ：二 0; 
F O R 5 ：二 2,3,…,！" 
Ko (0,0,...,0); 
WHILE /?(Ko) = TRUE 
FORz ：二 
WHILE TRUE 
K := Ko + e,-; 







IF Ko NOT IN V 





Figure 4.3: Algorithm for the enumeration of all extremal points 
modes of operation are shown in Fig. 4.6. 
For simplicity, let us restrict the conferee distribution to a specific type where there is only one 
conferee at each conference node. In other words, the conferee distributions are n � 二 (1,1,1)， 
n(2) 二 (1，1,0)，n�=(0,1,1) and n � 二 (1,0,1). Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 show that there are three route 
configurations for conferee distribution n � and one route configuration for each of the conferee 
distributions n � , n ( 3 ) and n � . T h i s adds up to a total of y == 6 conference realizations. Let 
/((i),/((2),ii,(3) be the number of conferences with conferee distribution n � realized by route 
configuration 1, 2, 3 respectively and let ⑷，/(⑷，/(� be the number of conferences with con-
feree distributions n⑶，n(3) and n � respectively. Then K = ( i ^�，/(� ’ /( ，�，/(⑷，A,)) 
is the traffic combination in this example. Now let all links have the same number of eight 
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⑷ : F 
© — @ © ©—® ® 
(b)： 丨 / 1 / 
① ® 
node set node set node set node set 
(1) (2) (3) � 
Figure 4.4: (a). Network, (b). Conference node sets 1 to 4. 
channels and the QOS requirement be t;* = 0.01. Since all the conferences have exactly one con-
feree at each conference node, the transition probabilities among conference nodes are uniformly 
distributed and all x f =六.This gives y ? � = ^ for all j in (4.4). Therefore the limiting state 
probability given in equation (4.3) reduces to 
�� 1 
二 
By enumerating the extremal points with the algorithm shown in Fig. 4.3，Vl can be con-
structed. Instead of presentating all the extremal points or the complete 0, which is very tedious, 
we present only the values of (/(⑴，� ,max( i ^�)) fo r fixed (i^�,A卞）,/(�)and show some 
interesting characteristics. Due to Lemma 4 of the previous section, if ( i ^W，/(� ,/(�) i s in 0, 
so will ( i i：�， / ( � , � — 1 ) . Therefore it is sufficient to give the maximum values of / ( � for all 
combinations of / ( � and / ( � . 
Table 4.1 to 4.7 tabulate the values of ⑴，⑶，max(i^ (3))) for (i^ �，/例，/，）=(0,0,0), 
(2,2,2), (4,4,4), (6,6,6), (8,8,8), (0,0,4) and (0,0,8) respectively. Refer to Table 4.1 which 
is the capacity space when there are only conferences with conferee distribution n(i), we can 
illustrate how admission is performed based on Vt. We see that if the current traffic combination 
is (3,7,4), we cannot admit any new conference while if it is (8,2,1), we can admit one, but 
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R.C.I R.C.2 R.C.3 
mode 1 / // T 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ *~ sink node 
^^^^^^source node 
O - ^ O 
mode 2 ，^  / i / 
© d l d) 
m � d e 3 ^ ( / d / 
Figure 4.5: Route configurations and modes for conferences with conferee distribution n(i). 
only to route configuration 3. Besides, we can also see the benefit of dynamic route configuration 
assignment from the table. If fixed route configuration assignment is used, the maximum number 
of conferences we can admit is 9’ (e.g. (/(�，/(⑶，/(�)=(0,0,9)). However, if we assign 
conferences to all three route configurations, the network can accommodate a maximum of 16 
(e.g. ( I { � , K � , I � � ) = ( 5 , 5 , 6 ) ) conferences. 
Table 4.1 to 4.5 shows the gradual reduction in capacity for conferences with conferee distri-
bution n � when the number of conferences with other conferee distributions is increased. 
Finally, in Table 4.6 and 4.7, we want to show the asymmetric capacity space for conferences 
with conferee distribution n � when there are only conferences with conferee distribution n � 
and n � in the network. Since the route configuration of conferences of n � consists of the two 
directed links between node 1 and 3, the existence of conferences with conferee distribution n � 
will affect the performance of conferences with conferee distribution n � that are realized by 
route configurations 1 and 3 as they also share the same two directed links. On the contrary, 
those conferences with conferee distribution n � realized by route configuration 2 are not affected 
by conferences with conferee distribution n(4). Thus we can see from the tables that the capacity 
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(2) (3) „(4) 
n() n n 
® © ^ 9 
mocie 丄 L source node 
O ^ — sink node 
0 © - o 
mode 2 / 
d) o 
Figure 4.6: Route configurations and modes for conferences with conferee distributions ！！⑶ to 
n � . 
space for conferences with conferee distribution n � is reduced in the directions of � and 
but not I { � . 
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max II � • • ‘ • 
/ ( � | | o | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | j _ 
0 丨 | 9 | 8 | 8 | 7 | 7 丨 6 丨 6 | 4 丨 2 | 0 
1 ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 7 7 ~ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 4 ~ 2 
2 ~ 8 ~ 8 8 7 7 6 6 ~ 2 
3 ~7 7 7 T " 7 "6 6 4 
4 —7 7 ~ 7 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 3 
5 -6 6 6 6 6 — 6 
6 "~6 6 6 6 6 
7 ~ T " 4 r " 4 3 
8 2 ~ ~ 2 
9 11 0 I I I I I 丨 I 丨 I 
Table 4.1: Capacity space, (/(⑷，i^ (5)，/(�)-(0,0,0) 
max II / ( � . . . ， 
" " " K ^ 0 丨 1 丨 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
0 | | 7 | 7 | 6 | 6 | 5 | 5 | 3 | 1 | 
1 ~7 6 6 ^ 5 5 3 
2 ~6 6 6 ^ 5 5 3 
3 —6 6 ~ 6 5 5 丁 . 2 
4 5 5 5 5 “ 4 
5 ~ 5 ~ ~ ^ 工 工 工 工 Z Z Z Z Z Z 
6 ~ 3 ~ ~ ^ 3 2 
7 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 
8 一 
9 II I I I I I I I I I 
Table 4.2: Capacity space, ⑷，/^：⑷’ /(⑷）=(2,2,2) 
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max /((3) II . . . I � | | o | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
0 | | 5 | 5 | 5 丨 4 | 4 丨 2 丨 
1 ~ 5 ~ 5 4一 4 4 " 1 
2 4 4~ 4 3 0 
3 " 4 4 1 4~ 3 
4 ~ T " 4 3~ 3 1 




9 I I I I I I I I I I I 
Table 4.3: Capacity space, (/(⑷，/^ ⑷，/(�)==(4,4,4) 
max /((3) II ~ ~ ~ 
K ^ | | o | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
0 | | 4 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 0 | _ 
1 ~ 3 ~ 3 3 “ 2 
2 " T ~ 3 3 “ 2 
3 ~3 2 0 
4 丁 • 
5 
6 _ ： 
7 -一 
8 
9 II I I I I I I I I I 
Table 4.4: Capacity space, (/i〜)，/(�’/^⑷）=(6,6,6) 
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max II . • • , � | | Q | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | _9_ 
0 II 2 I 2 I 1 I 
1 ~ T " 2 1 







9 I I I I I I I I I I I 
Table 4.5: Capacity space, 
� m a x /((3) II K � . . . ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ K ^ | | o | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
0 | | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 2 | 0 " 
1 ~5 5 5 ^ 5 ^ 5 4 ^ 
2 ~5 5 1 5 5 1 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ [ 
3 4 ~ 4 4 4 T ~ 4 3 
4 4 4 ~ 4 4 4 3 2 
5 ~2~~2 " “ " “2~~2~~2~~2 1 
6 ~ Q ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
7 
8 
9 II I I I I I I I I I 
Table 4.6: Capacity space, (A,⑷，A�)’ A,)) = (0,0,4) 
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max II “ 
/ ( � | | Q | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
0 | | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 2 丨 2 | 0 
1 ^ 2 2 2 2 ~2 2 2 
2 " ~ 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 2 2 2 "2~~2~~1 1 






9 丨  I I I I I I I I I = 
Table 4.7: Capacity space, (/洲声声）二（0’0，8) 
4.2 Extended Capacity Derivation 
When reroutable assignment is allowed, the network can accept more traffic. The resulting 
capacity is called the extended capacity of the network. In the following, conferences routed 
by the basic assignment assignment are called basic conferences while conferences routed by the 
reroutable assignment are called reroutable conferences. 
4.2.1 Re rou t ab l e Ass ignment 
For reroutable conferences, the route configurations may change when there is a change of source 
node. The conferee distribution, however, remains the same. Let N 二 (n(i),n�,...,n(z)) be the 
set of all conferee distributions, Z in total. We shall call a conference operating in a particular 
mode under a particular route configuration a Route Configuration Mode, or RCMioi short. A 
conference with conferee distribution n � spans �)con f e r en c e nodes and therefore can be 
realized by a O ( n � ) ) r o u t e configurations in a fully connected network. As there are w;(n“）) 
modes for each route configuration, the total number of ROMs is equal to a O ( n � ) ) • 
As an example, consider the conferences with a particular conferee distribution spanning nodes 
1, 2, 3 and 4. The number of minimal route configurations is equal to a(4)=16 and there are 4 
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modes of operation per route configuration. Thus there are altogether 16 .4 = 64 distinct RCMs 
shown in Fig. 4.7. 
(2)-lK3) (2>H3) (2) ® (2M<D (2W5 
d) I) i^ K® o / ^ 
® ® (J-KD 
o ^ i ) S>-k4) 
i I (TH-I) (V i) ( t ^ d ^ G?® 
@<-(3) (2) (3) (2>-K3) ® ® 
i I (I>K4) ( W ) d>K4) ( F ® 
1)74) a / ® 0 ) ^ ® ® 
of i) ( D ^ ® ® 
fci o f (4) ® ® O M ® ® 
(2) ^  ( 2 ^ (SL® (21 @ U ( i ^ 
(!)%) Of 1) ( x ^ ® ® ST (i) 
Figure 4.7: The 64 RCMs for conferences spanning 4 nodes. 
When there is a change of source node, the current least congested route configuration is 
selected for the conference. Depending on the specific way of measuring congestion, there are 
different reroutable assignment schemes. In this study, we focus on a particular reroutable 
assignment scheme described below. Let be the set of directed links associated with RCM j 
of conferences with conferee distribution n � . I f a conference changes from RCM u to RCM 
{£(0 \ } is the set of new links needed; \ C^)] is the set of links to be relinquished and 
沖 ii竹 is the set of links retained. We measure congestion by the loading situations of the 
set of new links under request. Recall that c{l) denotes the capacity of link I and T(£|k) denotes 
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the number of conferences assigned to link i at state k. Let be defined as max[a;,0]. Then, 
艰 m i n [(c(£)-r(£|k)n (4.17) 
is the minimum number of remaining channels among the directed links being requested. The 
larger the value, the less congested the route configuration is. 
Let X!') be the set of all RCMs with node s as the source node for conferences with conferee 
distribution n � . T h e n a conference with conferee distribution n � operating in RCM u and 
wants to change its source node to 5 will be rerouted to RCM v if 
<)“k) = max[<),(k)] 
jexs 
Ties are broken by equal probabilities. 
4.2-2 Limi t ing Probab i l i ty Dis t r ibu t ion 
We use the same set of variables in section 4.1 for basic conferences as follows: 
• r“')： conference realization i, {i = 1,2, 
•爪⑷：number of distinct modes for conferences of realization r � . 
• i^ W： number of existing conferences of realization r � . 
• K : (/洲，/(�,•"’/((”). 
• kf^: number of conferences of realization r � operating in mode j, (J 二 1,2, .",771(0). 
• kW： 
• k: (k(l),k(2),...,k(”). 
Variables for reroutable conferences are similarly defined but distinguished by “”，as follows: 
• n(0: conferee distribution i, (z 二 1 , 2 , Z ) . 
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• m(0: number of distinct ROMs for conferences with conferee distribution n � . 
• A《')： number of existing conferences with conferee distribution n('). 
. K : ( / # ) , / 沙叫 . 
•秒)：number of conferences with conferee distribution n“）operating in RCM j, {j 二 
1 ’ 2，• • •, Tn()) • 
.ii⑴：（M化緒 
With both basic and reroutable conferences, we let (K, K) denote a traffic combination loaded 
onto the network and (k, k) denote the system state. As the change of modes of basic conferences 
is governed by an external process independent of the link utilization, the limiting probability 
of k is obtained as if there are only basic conferences in the network and is given by (4.7) in 
section 4.1. The change of ROMs for reroutable conferences, however, depends on the current link 
utilization, or the system state. Given a particular k, the activities of the reroutable conferences 
A A can be modeled by a continuous time Markov Chain with state k and state space A given by 
A = { k : E W 二 允⑷，for z = 1,2,…幻 （4.18) 
vi 
The size of the state space is 
z ( T{{i) + j^ii) — 1 \ 
iii 二 n (4.19) 
Let S f \ i ) and S f \ i ) be two indicator functions defined as: 
1 if a basic conference of realization r � operating in mode j 
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and 
1 if a reroutable conference with conferee distribution n � operating in 




Then r(£|(k,k)), the number of conferences assigned to link i at state (k,k), is equal to 
Y m⑴ Z m⑴ 
rM(k,k)) 二 E E 峻•)們々 + E E 聊⑷ (4.22) 
i=l 3=1 2•二 1 
The measure of congestion is then given by (4.17). 
Let 7(^i((k,k)) be the transition probability from RCM u to v for conferences with conferee 
distribution n � at state (k,k). Suppose ROMs u and ^ correspond to source nodes 5i and 52 
respectively. The transition probability from mode 5i to mode s) is given in section 2.1 as 卞w 
According to the reroutable assignment scheme, the relationship between 今 a n d 751,52 
is given by 
念的 if J] ROMs in x泛 have the same 
今S((k, k)) = maximum 概(k, k)) value, (4.23) 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
A A ^ 
Given a particular k, let be the rate for the system to change from state k to state k : 
Then, 
‘ f c ) ) " if UP, = HP - 1, MP' = HP + 1， 
恥’納k 二 ic⑷‘二 fc�+ (4.24) 
= 
0 otherwise. 、 
Define the transition rate matrix as Qk 二 kic’ic'|k]. Let p[k|k] be the limiting probability for state 
k given k, and TTfc二 ( p [ k i | k ] , … ,间 ) . T h e n , p[k|k] can be obtained by solving the following 
set of equations: 
TT.Qk = 0 (4 測 
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麻 ] = 1 (4.26) 
Vk 
Removing the conditioning on k, we obtain 
p[(k,k)] = p[k|k]p[k] (4 .27) 
4.2,3 Video Freeze Probab i l i ty 
The derivation of video freeze probability is similar to the case where there are only basic con-
ferences. Given the system is in state (k,k), the blocking probability of link £ is given by 
5(£|(k,k)) = T �(k，k)) • (4.28) 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
where r(£|(k,k)) is the number of conferences assigned to link i at state (k,k) and is given by 
(4.22). Let i;f)((K,K)) be the video freeze probability for the basic conferences operating in 
mode j of realization r � under traffic combination (K,K). Given that the system is in state 
(k, k), a basic conference operating in mode j of realization r � will experience video freeze if any 
link in 4 ) is blocked, the probability of which is equal to (1 -11 似 — K州k，k))). Removing 
A 
the conditioning on (k, k) yields 
v f \ { K M = I； {1 — n (1 - K^I(k,k))M(k,k)] (4.29) 
v(k,k) i e c f 
As there is a one-to-one correspondence between a mode for a particular conference realization 
and a RCM for a particular conferee distribution, vf\{K, K)) is also the video freeze probability 
for reroutable conferences operating in a particular RCM with a particular conferee distribution. 
Therefore it is not necessary to define another set of variables for the video freeze probability of 
reroutable conferences. 
4.2.4 Ex t ended Capac i ty Space 
The extended capacity space 0 is defined as 
0 二 {(K,K) : vf\{K,K)) < v^ for i = 1,2,...,^; j = l,2,...,m“).} (4.30) 
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where v* is a given QOS requirement. Again, in practice, we only need to consider the v/ ,s for 
those realizations that have distinct route configurations. 
4.2.5 Examp l e 
We shall illustrate the evaluation of the extended network capacity space on a 3-node fully 
connected network shown in Fig. 4.4a. We will only consider conference node set (1) shown in 
Fig. 4.4b with one conferee per node. Fig. 4.5 shows the three route configurations and three 
modes per route configuration for this conference node set if conferences are routed by the basic 
scheme. Reroutable conferences, on the other hand, may change freely among the nine RCMs 
shown in Fig. 4.8. Let the link capacity c(£) = 8 for all £ and the QOS requirement, ”*, be set 
to 0.01. Let be the 皿mber of reroutable conferences, / ( � , � and K^'^ be the number of 
basic conferences in route configurations 1，2 and 3 respectively. 
sink node ^ 
. 0 O O 
source n o d e � � � 
^XD O p ® ^ ^ 
(2) (5) (8) 
® ( / d ； 
(3) (6) (9) 
Figure 4.8: The 9 RCMs of the reroutable conferences. 
We enumerate the capacity space of the basic conferences for i：� = 0 to 2. When A卞）二 0, 
the capacity space is the same as the example in section 4.1.5 with (/(⑷，/(�’/(�)=(0,0,0) 
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max II K � _ � | | Q | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 
0 | 丨 9 | 8 | 8 | 7 | 7 | 6 | 6 丨 4 丨 2 | 0 
1 —8 8 ~ 8 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ [ 
2 ~ 8 ” ” " 8 " " “ 7 7 ~ 6 ~ ~ T " 4 _ _ 2 
3 7 7 7 7 6 6 T " 
4 7 7 7 7 ^ 6 
5 ~6 ^HIIZIZ I^^  zz 
6 6 6 “ 6 6 
7 4 4 ~T" 4 3 -
8 '~2~ 2 2~ 
9 II 0 I I I I 丨 I I I I 
Table 4.8: Capacity space, /d” 二 0 
and is shown in Table 4.8. For = 1 and 2, the resulting capacity spaces are shown in 
Table 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. We see that with the addition of 1 or 2 reroutable conferences, 
the capacity space left for the basic conferences remains more or less the same as the original 
capacity space. This indicates that reroutable conferences can make use of the "residual" capacity 
in the network. The slight and gradual reduction in capacity compared to the case of � 0 
are highlighted by parenthesis in the two tables. Owing to the very high computation complexity 
in the network capacity space enumeration, we will not continue with / h ” � 2 . 
4.2.6 S ta t e Space Size 
The higher computation time for evaluating the extended capacity space is due to the larger state 
space in the queueing model. Consider only one conferee distribution which spans m conference 
nodes with only one conferee per conference node. These conferences can be realized by a{m) 
minimal route configurations in a fully connected network, each with m modes of operation. 
Suppose there are K 二 a(m) . k such conferences loaded onto the network. If all are routed by 
basic assignment, the largest possible state space occurs when these K conferences are evenly 
distributed to the a{m) route configurations. From (4.2), the maximum size of the state space 
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max /((3) II . . . 
⑴ | | o | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | _ 9 _ 
0 | | 9 丨 8 | 8 丨 7 丨 7 | 6 | 6 | 4 | 2 | 0 
1 — 8 8 ~8 ~ 7 6 6 T " 2 
2 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 4 ~ 2 
3 " T ~ 7 7 7 7 6 6 4 ~ 
4 ' ~ 7 7 7 7 6 ~ ~ 6 ^ 
5 ~6 6 6 6 6~~6 
6 ~6 j l l l l l l l l l E I I Z I Z Z Z I I 
7 r ~ 4 4 “ 4 3 — 
8 飞 2 ~ ~ 2 
一 9 1  0 I I I I I I I I 1 
Table 4.9: Capacity space, i：� = 1 
max � II • . . • 
I  0 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 
0 II 9 I 8 I 8 I 7 I 7 I 6 I 6 I 4 I 2 I 0 -
1 ~ 8 8 8 ~ 7 6 V 4 _ _ 2 
8 ~ " 8 8 ~ ~ ~ 7 6 ~ ~ ^ 4 _ _ 2 
3 T ' ^ Y ^ Z I I Z I I ' S I I Z ' ^ ^ M 
4 7 7~ J7__ [6 ] " 6 6 ""“\2] 
6 ~ 6 6 6 6 
7 4 4 [3] 
8 2 2 . 
9 I  0 I I I I I I I I I " 
Table 4.10: Capacity space, � = 2 
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is given by 
r � M ( k ^ m - 1 \ 
max I乂1 = 1 乂⑴ 二 
\ k J 
The size of the state space, if all K conferences are reroutable conferences is, from (4.19), 
(a{m) . k + a{m) . m — 1 � 
乂r| == 
� a{m) . k 
To compare, suppose m = 3, a(m) = 3 and there are 3 modes per route configuration. If we 
have k = 4 such that there are 二 3 . 4 二 12 conferences altogether, we have 
max = = 二 
V 4 ； [ 4 J 
{ 12 + 9 - 1 \ / 20 \ I 乂r| = 丄 z 卞” = =125970 
V 1 2 ) \ 1 2 ) 
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Call Blocking Probability 
In the last chapter, we derive the video freeze probability of a conferencing network under a 
particular traffic combination K. The network 皿der consideration is a closed system with no 
conference arrival and departure. In this chapter, we consider both the arrival and departure of 
conferences to the network. Fig. 5.1 shows the system model. The box represents the conferencing 
network which can use either the basic or the reroutable assignment. The capacity space 0 of 
this network can be obtained following the methods described in chapter 4. When there is a new 
conference arrival, the call admission scheme will check whether the new call can be admitted to 
the network. The admission decision is based on the conferee distribution and the capacity space 
If the conference can be assigned to some route configurations such that the resulting traffic 
combination is inside the conference can be admitted, otherwise, it is blocked and lost. In this 
chapter, we derive the call blocking probability for conferences of different conferee distributions. 
We assume the arrival of conference calls is a Poisson process. Let A � be the arrival rate of 
conferences with conferee distribution n⑴，(z 二 1，2，...，Z). Speech duration of any speaker is 
assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean When a speaker finishes his/her speech, 
the conference ends immediately with probability p and continues with a new speaker with the 
remaining probability. If the conference continues, it is equally likely for any one of the other 
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Conferencing Network with 
/ C a p a c i t y space Q 
Admission & / 
R.C. Assignment / 
, i Q ^ ^ 
Conference call | \ Departures 
Arrivals with I ！ / ^ ^ • 
different conferee 广 ； 
distributions j I fc^^V / 
乂 
Figure 5.1: Arrival and departure of conferences. 
conferees to take over. Under this assumption, the duration of a conference call in the network 
is a geometric sum of independent and identically distributed exponential random variables, as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.2. This geometric sum has been shown in section 2.1 to be exponentially 
distributed, with mean equal to 念.In other words, the duration of a conference is exponentially 




T—• exp(ii) • 
Figure 5.2: Service time distribution of a conference. 
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5.1 Call Blocking Probability for Basic Assignment 
The basic capacity space 0 for a network which uses the basic route configuration assignment 
schemes is given in section 4.1. Conferences with conferee distribution n � spanning w;(n�) 
conference nodes have a ( > ( n� ) ) r o u t e configurations to choose from in a fully connected network. 
For convenience, let a � represent a(>(n�))• Now let hf be the number of conferences with 
conferee distribution n � realized by route configuration j, i 二 1,2, ."，Z; j 二 l,2,.",a“). Then 
the vector h二 (hi”, h i ” , … , h %， h ( / ) , … , h ( J l ) ) describes the state of a Markov Chain 
modeling the system. It should be noted that both h and K are vectors of the same length 
containing the same set of elements. They differ only in the indexing. 
Let e f be a unit vector of the same length as h such that 
pW —f户⑴ e(i,)� e i � e^fl) (5.1) 
where ef 二 1 and all other e's equal to zero. For a particular basic route configuration assignment 
scheme, let /[(z,i)|h] be the probability that a new conference with conferee distribution nW 
will be assigned to route configuration j when the system is at state h. Depending on the actual 
route configuration assignment scheme, the function /[•] can be deterministic or probabilistic. 
Now, we consider the rate of state change for the system. Let gh,h' be the rate of change 
from state h to Suppose the system is at state h. It will change to state h + e/ if there 
is a new conference arrival with conferee distribution n � admitted and being assigned to route 
configuration j . The transition rate from state h to h + e^p is therefore equal to 
g h h + 4 0 = A ⑷ . / [ ( z ，州 h ] I = 二 1 , 2 , … , a ⑷ . （5.2) 
Similarly, the system will change from state h to h - ej^ ) if there is a departure of conference 
with conferee distribution n � which is realized by route configuration j. The transition rate 
from state h to h - e f is given by 
" h ’ h —二 对'^P '二 1’2，."，幻.=1,2,…，a � （5.3) 
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Let Q =[仇’h'] be the transition rate matrix; p[ht]人t = 1,2,..., be the limiting probability 
of state ht and let 7r= (p[hi],P[h2], Then TT can be obtained by solving the following 
set of equations: 
t tQ = 0 (5.4) 
丨•丨 ， \ 
= 1 (5.5) 
t=i 
To find the conference call blocking probabilities, define 0(0 to be the capacity boundary for 
conferee distribution n(') as 
二 {h : h e n,h + ef yj} (5.6) 
When the system is at a state h G it is not able to admit any new conference with conferee 
distribution n � . I n other words, a new arrival of conference with conferee distribution n“）wil 
be blocked if the system is on the capacity boundary 0(0. The blocking probability of conferences 
with conferee distribution nW，denoted by Pb(0’ can be obtained by summing up the limiting 
probabilities of all the states in © � ’ or 
PB{I) = E 
vheeCO 
5.1.1 Examp le 
Refer to the example in section 4.1.5 and consider only conferences with conferee distribution 
n 二 (1,1,1). The three modes per route configuration for the three route configurations are 
shown in Fig. 4.5. Let each link has a capacity of eight channels and let the QOS requirement, 
be set to 0.01. The capacity space, 0, of the network is represented in table 5.1 which 
shows the maximum value of / ( � , t h e 皿mber of conferences in route configuration 3，for all 
combinations of � and /斤). 
In the table, all the states on the capacity boundary, 0, are embraced in square brackets. Let 
the conference arrival rate be A and define the parameter p 二 The conference call blocking 
probability will then depend on p only. 
We will compare the performance of three basic route configuration assignment schemes: 
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max II 1 1 1 
/((I) | | o | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | [ 
0 II [9] I 8 I 8 I 7 I 7 I 6 I 6 I 4 I 2 I [0] 
1 ~ 8 ~ 8 8 T~ 7 6 6 4 ^ 
2 ZK^ IIZSZll-l ^ III-lis 
3 H Z I I I I ^ I I Z I H I I I I I I I S ! 
4 
5 6 6 ^ 7 I l J g L Z Z ! Z I I 
6 6 6 [6] 
7 4 ~ T " [4] [3] 
8 [2] 
9 I  [0] I I I I I I I I I 
Table 5.1: Capacity space, c = 8, t;* = 0.01 
R l : F i x e d As s i g nmen t — conferences with a particular conferee distribution are assigned to 
a particular route configuration, regardless of network status. In our example, route con-
figuration 1 is always chosen, therefore /[(l,l)|h] = 1 if h G all other 膨 are equal 
to zero. 
R2: R a n d o m As s i gnmen t 一 New conferences are assigned to different route configurations 
with equal probability. For example, when the system is in state (7,3,2), a new con-
ference can be assigned to either route configuration 2 or 3. So /[(1,1)|(7, 3,2)] == 0, 
/ [ (1 , J ) I (W)] 二 H o " 二 2，3. 
R3： M i n i m u m V ideo Freeze P r ob ab i l i t y As s i gnmen t — A conference with a particular 
conferee distribution is assigned a route configuration such that the resulting conference 
realization r(力*) has the a minimum mean square video freeze probability, that is, 
e l E曾(”P(K + — E L E ^ ” � � K + eO)2 
ELI m � 艺 二 1爪⑷ 
or simply ,.� 
X： I > f ) ( K + = m i n E E(”竹K + 
t=i j 二1 
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where the minimum is taken over all realization r⑴，s that are with the same conferee 
distribution. If more than one realization can achieve the minimum value, the conference 
is assigned to any one of them with equal probability. In this example, since there is 
only one conferee distribution, R3 is the same as assigning a new conference to the route 
configuration with the smallest number of existing conferences. To illustrate, if the system 
is in state (0,0,0), /[(I’ j)|(0,0,0)] = | for all j and is the same as that of R2. If the 
system is in state (7,3,2), the new conference is assigned to route configuration 3 and the 
f values are set at /[(I，1)|(7,3，2)] 二 /[(1,2|(7,3,2)] 二 0 and /[(1,3)|(7,3,2)] 二 1. 
The conference call blocking probability, Pb, is evaluated for various values of p using Rl, R2 
and R3. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.3. R3 is seen to be significantly better than R2 and 
R l . 
, 1 -n 1 r- r- 1 ' ‘ 7] 
0.25 - / “ 
^ 们 \ : / ; -
i 0.2- \ � / 
1 \ / 
/ R2~\ // 
^ ' ' 。 / / / O / / / 一 
5 0.1 - 丨 / / 
0.05- / / V -
^ 丨—• —-J 1 1 ‘ ‘ 
〇0 2 4 6 5 10 12 14 16 20 
P 
Figure 5.3: Call blocking probability against p 
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5.2 Call Blocking Probability for Reroutable Assign-
ment 
The conference call blocking probabilities for a network with both basic and reroutable confer-
ences can be derived in a similar fashion. In this section, we derive the call blocking probability 
for a network in which all conferences are reroutable. Again, the system can be modeled by a 
continuous time Markov Chain. There are altogether Z distinct conferee distributions, a traffic 
combination is defined by K - (/^⑴，⑶，，�)，where J(“）is the number of conferences 
with conferee distribution n � . L e t h 二 (h�,h�,…,h�)be the system state with equals 
to the number of existing conferences with conferee distribution n � in the network. Define 
e“)，（‘二 1，2’ …，Z)’ to be a unit vector of length Z with the 产 element equals to 1 and all other 
elements equal to 0. The capacity boundary 0 � for conferences with conferee distribution n � 
is defined as 
eW:={h : hGn，h + e « ^ l ) } (5.8) 
Define the indicator function /h as follows 
" h ^ ’ (5.9) 
0 otherwise. 
To construct the transition rate matrix Q =[你，where 仇，h' is the transition rate from state 
h to h,, consider the change of state from h to h + e � . T h i s change corresponds to the arrival 
of a conference with conferee distribution As a reroutable conference can be reassigned 
to another route configuration whenever there is a change of source node, the first-time route 
configuration assignment has little effect and needs not be considered here. Thus 
？h,h+e(0 = A ⑴ . 4 + e ( 0 
The change of state from h to h - e � corresponds to the termination of a conference with 
conferee distribution n � . S o we have 
办’h—e⑴二厂⑷.仲 
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The limiting probability p[h] is solved as usual and the blocking probability for confer-
ences with conferee distribution n(') is given by 
秘)二 E (5.10) 
•hee(o 
Since the extended capacity space is larger than the basic capacity space for the same network, 
the blocking probability is expected to be smaller. Due to high complexity in evaluating the 




6.1 Summary of Results 
This thesis focuses on a particular kind of video conferencing systems in which only the video of 
the current speaker is broadcasted to other conferees. Statistical multiplexing increases network 
capacity but also introduces the possibility of undesirable video freeze effect. The video freeze 
probability is therefore used as the QOS measure for this type of systems. 
We have constructed a conferencing network model including a formal classification of con-
ference traffic in which conferences are categorized into different conferee distributions, each 
with different conference node sets. Each conference node set can be realized by different route 
configurations. A conference on a particular route configuration has different modes of operation. 
We have described the two con ferenc ing network management functions: admission and route 
configuration assignment. The admission scheme ensures a preset QOS requirement for the con-
ferences, while the route configuration assignment scheme assigns route configurations to con-
ferences, with an objective to maximize network capacity. We have introduced the basic route 
configuration assignment whereby the route configurations of the conferences, once assigned, 
remain the same throughout the conference sessions; and also the reroutable route configura-
tion assignment which allows conferences to be rerouted to less congested route configurations 
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whenever there are changes of source node. 
We have derived the capacity space, which characterizes the ability of a conferencing network to 
accommodate conferences without violating the preset QOS requirement. Illustrative examples 
showing the evaluation of the basic and extended capacity space have been given. The knowledge 
of the capacity space is essential for conference call admission. A conference is admitted if the 
resulting traffic combination falls within the capacity space, and is rejected otherwise. 
Finally, we have also derived the conference call blocking probability. The performances of 
various basic assignment schemes are compared in an example which shows that the Minimum 
Video Freeze basic assignment scheme performs much better than both the fixed and random 
basic assignment schemes. 
6.2 Issues for future investigations 
1. Better algorithms to evaluate Q. 
The computational requirements for evaluating the capacity space fl is generally very high 
due to its large size. In section 4.1.4, we show that H can be uniquely specified by the set 
of all extremal points. The algorithm shown in Fig. 4.3 evaluates all the extremal points, 
but it is not the most efficient. In that algorithm, each component of the initial point is 
progressively increased by an increment of one until an extremal point is found. Better 
algorithms may incorporate more efficient searching techniques such as binary search. 
2. Storing and using 
If the complete capacity space is stored in computer, the admission function can simply 
perform a check to see if a certain traffic combination falls within the capacity space. 
This, however, requires a very large storage. Storing the set of all extremal points of ft 
significantly reduces the storage requirement. In this case, some special algorithms should 
be designed for the admission function. 
3. Study of different route configuration assignment schemes. 
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In this thesis, we have compared the performance of some basic assignment schemes in 
an example. These and other basic schemes may be studied more thoroughly in the fu-
ture. Besides, we have only worked on one particular reroutable scheme. Other reroutable 
schemes can be designed and compared. 
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